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How You Can Lose a File Despite Three
Layers of Backup (and How To Avoid It)
by GLENN FLEISHMAN
I have preached the gospel of file backups for decades, from floppies through digital tape systems to today’s local and cloud-based systems for continuous archiving of even the tiniest changes to files. Color me a
rainbow for how surprised I was a few days ago when I found I had permanently lost the original form of a
file that a colleague had shared with me 45 days earlier. And it was my own fault.
How to Lose Data in 45 Days
Reader, I have not one, not two, but three continuous archiving systems deployed:
• Dropbox: I store nearly all my active documents in Dropbox for up-to-the-second uploads of the
slightest change.
• Time Machine: Although I came late to the party after years of dubious feelings about its reliability, I
eventually added Time Machine backups to my home network. I was glad I did when Time Machine
helped recover from two disasters in the last year.
• Backblaze: A stalwart secure cloud-hosted backup provider, Backblaze has rescued several terabytes of
data for me over the years. I count on it to keep a deep archive of both current files and those I’ve
changed and deleted.
So how did I manage to lose data despite these three backup systems? My colleague shared the file with
me by adding it to a shared Dropbox folder. It synced properly in Dropbox since it was copied to my
computer. But then I worked on it right away, causing both Backblaze and Time Machine to back up only
the version I had edited heavily, not the original.
I have Backblaze set to archive continuously, but it does take some amount of time to recognize new or
changed files. As its support document notes:
We designed Backblaze to be lightweight, so it might take 2 hours to reflect new numbers and find your
new files. The reason it takes 2 hours is that Backblaze runs VERY SLOWLY on purpose to try to keep the
load off your CPU and disk. The result is that it can take up to 2 hours to detect any new files, or new
hard drives, or if a file has changed, or a configuration has changed.
Apple schedules Time Machine to run every hour, and Time Machine also tries to keep your Mac from
being overloaded. Either I’d modified the file before Time Machine copied it to a drive, or it may have
backed up the original but deleted it later to recover space on the backup drive.
You see, a salient fact here is that when I needed the original version of the file, 45 days had elapsed from
when my colleague first uploaded the original version. I pay Backblaze for its Extended Version History
option on my office Mac, which gives me a year of depth, but given the original version wasn’t captured,
that didn’t help.
Time Machine makes hourly snapshots but then prunes them as time passes. As Apple explains it:
After you connect the storage device and select it as your backup disk, Time Machine automatically
makes hourly backups for the past 24 hours, daily backups for the past month, and weekly backups for all
previous months.
That explanation is a little backward: Time Machine drops hourly snapshots over time on a rolling basis.
It retains no more than the 24 most recent hourly backups, one per day for the previous month, and then
one per week before that unless it has to start deleting the oldest versions for space reasons. There’s no easy
Continued on page 4
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Continued from page 1
way to know what versions it might have pruned. Regardless, the file I wanted wasn’t available in Time Machine’s backup.
But let’s circle back to Dropbox. The file was still in Dropbox; couldn’t I just pull up an older version? Dropbox maintains older versions of files,
but only for 30 days. However, I was paying for Dropbox’s Extended Version History Add-On!
Or at least I thought I was. For many years, I had paid for that option—known as Packrat before the marketing folks got to it. But during the
pandemic, I opted to upgrade from Dropbox Plus to Dropbox Family when my spouse needed more space than the free tier Dropbox provides plus
some extra storage she’d earned through referrals years ago. The Plus and Family plans both offer 2 TB of storage, and I was consuming only a fraction of my Plus plan’s storage. Plus costs $11.99 per month ($119.98 annually), and Family is $19.99 per month ($239.88). Up to six users can join
a Family plan, making the upgrade a good deal for us.
What I hadn’t noticed or brushed off when I upgraded is that the Family plan has no option for Extended Version History. Drat.

A Safer Approach
What should I have done? The same technique we’ve employed for decades at TidBITS and Take Control: use folders and file-naming conventions to create a clear version path that doesn’t depend on local or cloud-based archiving systems.
Instead of opening a file and modifying it directly, first make a copy with an incremented number in its name, and work on that version. Put the
previous version in a folder labeled “Old” (nested in a folder with a name that’s more descriptive), and you’re golden. I rely on this technique to manage nearly all my other files. In collaborative situations, we also employ a “Checked Out” folder and add our initials after the incremented version
number to clarify who has modified the file.
(One extra tip: despite my long history with the Mac, I had missed the fact that the Finder sorts alphabetically and numerically when punctuation
is involved, meaning you don’t need to add leading zeroes. In other words, I learned only recently that a file whose name contains 1.1-9-gf will sort
correctly after a similarly named file that contains 1.1-8-gf and before one that contains 1.1-10-gf. Neat, eh? TidBITS wrote about this problem—
and the solution that eventually made its way into the Finder—25 years ago in “The Natural Order of Things,” 3 February 1997.)
This system gives you an extra set of supports on top of the belt, suspenders, and duct tape you already have holding up your trousers. If something goes terribly wrong, you typically have a deep well of backups and likely versions of current files. It’s hard to lose work entirely this way and
nearly impossible to lose much work.
One slip-up in a life of blameless file management, and that’s where I found myself.
Fortunately, my colleague managed versioning better and was able to send me the unmodified original a few hours after I had come up empty
while poring through my archiving systems. And I’ve learned a lesson: archive-based file versioning may be fine, but there’s no shame in relying on
old-fashioned manual versioning to back up your backup.
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iOS, watchOS, & tvOS
Digitize Any Text with Live Text in iOS 15 and iPadOS 15

by JOSH CENTERS
One of the coolest features in iOS 15 and iPadOS 15 is Live Text. Once you’re running these operating systems, the Camera, Photos, Notes, and
Safari apps—and undoubtedly more soon—can recognize text in photos and let you select it just as you would any other text. You can then copy it
and paste it into any other app. The system-wide search finds text in photos, too. (And if you can’t upgrade or haven’t yet upgraded to iOS 15 or iPadOS 15, or want similar capabilities on the Mac before macOS 12 Monterey ships, see “Work with Text in Images with TextSniper and Photos
Search,” 23 August 2021. Even after Live Text is available everywhere, I suspect the developers of these and similar utilities will look for ways of going
beyond what Apple provides.)
Live Text is immediately useful. Whenever I need a spare part for some appliance, I take a picture of the sticker inside it to figure out its model
number. I can now directly copy the model number and paste it into a search engine without manually transcribing it. Took a photo of a business
card but can’t find it? You can search for it. Read a passage in a book that you’d like to research? Take a picture and then paste the text into Notes to
refer to later.

Our own Michael Cohen figured out a clever use for this feature. If you’re reading something in Libby or another app that doesn’t let you copy text,
you can take a screenshot and then copy the text from a screenshot.
To use Live Text, you need an iPhone or iPad with an A12 Bionic processor or better. That means you need:
• iPhone XR, XS, XS Max, and later, including the iPhone SE (2nd generation)
• iPad Pro 12.9-inch (3rd generation) and later
• iPad Pro 11-inch
• iPad Air (3rd generation) and later
• iPad (8th generation)
• iPad mini (5th generation)
See “The Real System Requirements for Apple’s 2021 Operating Systems” (11 June 2021) for more specifics on iOS 15 and iPadOS 15’s requirements.
Most Live Text use happens in the Photos and Camera apps, Safari, and within the system-wide search. You can also use Live Text with the device’s
camera to import real-world text directly into any app that accepts text input. Here’s how to use each. See my book, Take Control of iOS 15 and
iPadOS 15, for more tips on new features in those operating systems.
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Live Text in Photos
You select text in a photo
like any other text: touch
and hold the text until it
highlights in blue. Then you
can move the blue drag handles to adjust the selection.
After you select text, the
familiar popover appears
with options to copy text,
select all text, or look up a
term.
If you’re having trouble,
tap the Detect Text button
in the lower-right corner of
the photo, which darkens
the image apart from the
detected text, which is highlighted.
Detect Text usually works
pretty well, but if the text is
angled, odd things can happen, like being forced to
select text you’re trying to
exclude or preventing you
from adjusting the text selection.
I can’t select a single line
from this song without selecting text from the other
two lines.
You may wonder how
Live Text interacts with Live
Photos that contain text
since you touch and hold to
animate a Live Photo, and
you also touch and hold to
select text. The trick is to
touch and hold somewhere
away from text to animate
the Live Photo.
Live Text in Camera
If you don’t want to clutter up your camera roll, you
can copy text directly in the
Camera app. Aim your
viewfinder over the text. A
yellow outline appears
around any text the Camera
app detects.
Tap the Detect Text button to zoom in on the text,
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which is frozen so you can easily
copy it.
I find this more awkward than
snapping a photo and copying
text later, so I don’t use it often.
Search for Live Text
iOS 15 and iPadOS 15 index
all of the text they recognize in
photos so you can search for it.
Bizarrely, you can’t search for Live
Text in the Photos app. Instead,
you have to swipe down from
the middle of the Home screen
to activate the system-wide search
(Apple doesn’t call it Spotlight in
iOS and iPadOS anymore).
Scroll down to the Text Found in Photos heading.
Live Text in Safari (And Other Web Browsers)
Just as in Photos, you can touch and hold an image in Safari to select text. As
you might expect, given Apple’s requirement that all Web browsers rely on WebKit in iOS and iPadOS, it also works in Brave and Firefox and likely in other

browsers, too.
Also, as in Photos, if you need to touch and hold an image to invoke another
action (like seeing a preview of the page the image links to), touch and hold away
from any text.
Import Live Text Directly into Apps
It may take some time before we become accustomed to this capability, but you
can use Live Text with the device’s camera to import real-world text directly into
any app that accepts text input. Tap in a text field to reveal the popover and tap
the Scan Text icon.

Searching for “model” reveals every appliance sticker
I’ve taken a picture of, and although it finds some other photos too, it narrows the results considerably.
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A viewfinder appears on the bottom half of the
screen, with a yellow outline around the text. Detected text floods into the text field, but only as a
preview. If it’s what you want, tap the “insert”
button. (We have no idea why its name is lowercase.)
As you can see, text input via Live Text works
pretty darn well, even if using it may take some
getting used to.
VoiceOver for Live Text
Live Text is also a great feature for accessibility
because it enables VoiceOver to read the text in
images. Go to Settings > Accessibility > VoiceOver

> VoiceOver Recognition and turn on Text
Recognition to enable it.
When viewing a photo with text while
VoiceOver is enabled, tap the text in the photo
to have VoiceOver read it to you.
Translating Live Text
One last tip. The Translate app is now a system service, so you can translate any text you
select, including text in photos or picked up by
the camera. It’s one of the options in the
popover that appears when you select text.
What are your favorite uses for Live Text so
far? Let us know in the comments!

Center Stage Keeps You in the Video Chat Frame
by JULIO OJEDA-ZAPATA
Apple makes a smart speaker, the HomePod mini, but not a “smart display” similar to those sold by Amazon, Google, and Facebook that add a
screen for visual information and video calls.
I once lamented this. How cool would it be to have a HomePod with a touchscreen, working like a rough equivalent of the CarPlay displays in
vehicles? Then it dawned on me: Apple already has a smart display. It’s called the iPad.
The iPad is superior to Amazon’s Echo Show, Google’s Nest Hub Max, and Facebook’s Portal in many ways—it boasts top-notch hardware, a
powerful operating system, and a massive ecosystem of apps. Smart displays, on the other hand, are simplified devices with a minimal set of capabilities. Plus, they’re primarily dependent on voice commands even though they have touch screens, which means figuring out how to accomplish anything on these things is often maddening.
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But smart displays do have one superpower: they’re pretty good for video chats. This is largely due to their integrated cameras, which have wideangle lenses, provide decent image quality, and require little to no adjustment to pull off nice-looking video calls even under iffy lighting conditions.
The latest smart displays even provide “auto framing.” That is, the camera follows you when you move around so you stay roughly centered on the
other person’s screen during a video chat. The camera doesn’t physically move in most cases—the framing is achieved via software.
Enter the iPad, Center Stage
iPads, for all their power, have long been subpar video chat devices, and lack of auto framing is one reason. There are others, and I’ll get to those
later.
Apple has now leveled the playing field when it comes to auto framing, and then some, with a feature called Center Stage. It first arrived on pricey
iPad Pro models released in April (see “New iPad Pros Boast M1 Chips and Liquid Retina XDR Display,” 20 April 2021). Earlier this month,
Apple added Center Stage support to the less-expensive sixth-generation iPad mini and the value-priced ninth-generation iPad (see “Apple Redesigns the iPad mini, Upgrades the iPad,” 14 September 2021).
Center Stage is by far the best auto-framing implementation I’ve seen. I tested it with the iPad Pro’s ultra-wide camera, which has a 12-megapixel
sensor and 122º field of view. I also briefly tried it on the new iPad mini, which I purchased at about the time this article was published. The iPad
mini has the same camera specs.
If you move around while on a Center Stage-enabled chat, the camera automatically shifts to keep you in the frame. When others join in or leave
the call, the view expands or contracts to compensate for the changing group dynamics.
Here’s how Apple shows off the feature; note how the framing adjusts on the fly when a second person enters the frame: https://tidbits.com/uploads/2021/09/Apple-center-stage.gif
I had a blast trying out Center Stage, which provides the illusion of a camera physically pivoting to keep me in the frame, even though nothing
moves. (Scroll down for auto-framing demos of all the competing products.) There is a compelling three-dimensional flavor to this. It is highly responsive on the iPad Pro, which has an M1 chip like the one used on Macs, and on the iPad mini, which used an A15 Bionic chip similar to those
used in the new iPhone 13 line.
I don’t know how this performs on the recently updated entry-level iPad, which has an A13 Bionic chip, but I expect comparable performance.
One benefit of custom silicon is that Apple can optimize for specific functions. The range of supported chips does make me wonder why Apple
doesn’t enable Center Stage on other iPad models with at least an A13 Bionic chip. The answer is likely the 12-megapixel ultra-wide FaceTime HD
Camera with its 122º field of view, which is exclusive to these iPad models.
Center Stage works with FaceTime and many third-party video conferencing services.
If Center Stage is not turned on in your video chat app, look for an activation button
or toggle. In Zoom, for instance, you will find a Turn On/Off Center Stage button on
the upper-left side of the app interface. FaceTime also has such a button; swipe up from
the bottom to access it.
Other video chat apps—like WebEx, WeChat, Google’s Meet and Duo, and Microsoft’s Skype and Teams—provide toggles in the iPad’s Settings app; scroll down to
locate settings for your app. FaceTime has such a switch in Settings, as well. I could find
no such toggle for Facebook’s Messenger, which activates Center Stage by default with,
apparently, no way to turn it off.
Other iPad Video Chat Issues
Center Stage goes a long way to improving video calls. Still, the iPad has two other
limitations that continue to hobble it as a video chat appliance: camera positioning and
the lack of an integrated stand.
Camera positioning is the major problem. Apple has stubbornly kept the camera at
the top of an iPad when it is used in portrait mode, much as one interacts with an
iPhone. However, most people use iPads in landscape mode when they’re not holding
them. It’s unavoidable when using a keyboard case such as Apple’s Magic Keyboard,
Smart Keyboard Folio, or Smart Keyboard, which is an increasingly common scenario as users tap iPads more and more as laptop replacements.
Laptop cameras are almost always centered on the upper edge of the display lid,
where they are best positioned for video calls and easily adjustable to put the user’s face
in the frame. In contrast, iPad cameras are awkwardly over to the left when the tablet is
in landscape mode. That location makes it harder to appear engaged on a video call. If
you look straight at the screen, the camera has you seeming to stare absentmindedly to
the right, but if you look directly at the camera, it’s harder to monitor what is happening
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on the screen.
The best way to minimize this annoyance is to stand further away from the iPad. I suspect this is why Apple appears to be mainly promoting Center Stage as a consumer feature rather than a solution for business meetings (see the Apple kitchen demo above).
Indeed, while I was sitting at a desk close to the iPad Pro, I found Center Stage less than ideal for work meetings. When doing a video call on my
laptop, I often reduce the size of the video window and stick it at the top of the screen, directly beneath the webcam, so I seem to be looking directly
at the camera even while I’m watching what’s happening in the window. The iPad Pro’s awkward camera positioning in landscape mode and iPadOS’s lack of windowing flexibility make such a maneuver all but impossible.
Using the iPad mini a bit late in the game, I was surprised to find that the camera positioning is much less of an issue since it’s a lot more natural to
use the midget tablet in portrait mode for video chats (and just about everything else other than watching movies and TV shows). When I put my
iPad mini vertically in my $24.95 Stump stand, Center Stage did a nice job of centering me in its portrait-mode frame, with little of the distractedeye syndrome that plagues the larger iPad. (The Stump stand also works for larger iPads, though it’s best in landscape orientation since portrait positioning is tippy.)
Alternatively, try a keyboard case with a built-in stand. My favorites are Logitech’s Combo Touch and Folio Touch keyboard cases, partly because you can move their keyboards out of the way (either by detaching them from the screen or folding them beneath it) when they are not needed—like during many video calls. Logitech has versions for the current iPad Air and iPad Pro models, and Josh Centers recently reviewed the version
for his older 10.5-inch iPad Pro (see “Logitech Combo Touch: Love at First Type,” 28 May 2020). At $149 to $229, these keyboard cases are less
expensive than Apple’s Magic Keyboard, which runs $299 for the iPad Air and 11-inch iPad Pro, and $349 for the 12.9-inch iPad Pro.
Considering Video Chat Alternatives
The other concern when considering the iPad as a video conferencing appliance is cost. To get Center Stage, you would pay at least $329 for the entry-level
iPad, $499 for the new iPad mini, or $799 for the iPad Pro. And that’s before
picking up a case or stand of some sort. Smart displays with auto framing are
usually more affordable.
Google’s Nest Hub Max costs $229 and provides a 10-inch-inch screen along
with a 6.5-megapixel camera that has a “wide-angle” field of view. (Don’t consider the entry-level Nest Hub, which is only $99.99, because that 7-inch model
lacks a camera.)
Amazon’s $199.99 Echo Show 8 with a 13-megapixel camera is the only
model with software-based auto framing—I couldn’t find its field of view specs.
The $249.99 Echo Show 10 incorporates a screen that mechanically swivels as
the user moves around in a manner that feels a touch creepy. (The numbers in
the product names refer to the diagonal screen sizes, in inches.)
Facebook’s Portal videoconferencing appliances all have auto framing. They
include:
Google Nest Hub Max
• Portal: I tested this year-old, 10-inch model, which has a 13-megapixel
camera with a 103º field of view. It costs $179.
• Portal Go: This just-announced 10-inch model is the first mobile Portal
with a battery so you can carry it around the house. It has a 12-megapixel
camera with a 125º field of view, costs $199, and is available for pre-order
now.
• Portal+: This just-updated premium Portal boasts a 14-inch screen on a
stand with built-in speakers and a 12-megapixel camera with a 131º field of
view. It costs $349 and is available for pre-order, as well.
• Portal TV: Facebook still sells this $149 camera (again, 12 megapixels, with
a 113º field of view) that sits atop a television and uses the TV screen as its
video conferencing display.
I am thoroughly unimpressed with the smart displays’ auto framing, which
universally lacks Center Stage’s dynamism and three-dimensionality. There is a
flatness to the framing on the devices, with crude image-slide and zoom-in
Amazon Echo Show 8
effects to keep the subjects in the frame. Image distortion is sometimes an issue,
and the tracking tends to be herky-jerky. None of this is surprising given the punier hardware compared to the iPad Pro’s M1 processor or the A15
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Bionic and A13 Bionic chips found in the new iPad mini and entry-level iPad,
respectively. I’m unclear what processors are in the smart displays, but it’s clear they
can’t compete with what Apple is using to power its iPads.
First, here’s a demonstration of how Center Stage follows me around: https://
tidbits.com/uploads/2021/09/iPad-Center-Stage.gif
Compare that with this example of auto framing on the Google Nest Hub
Max: https://tidbits.com/uploads/2021/09/Nest-Max-Hub-demo.gif
Here’s what it looks like on the Amazon Echo Show 8: https://tidbits.com/
uploads/2021/09/Echo-Show-demo.gif
And finally, here’s how it works on the Facebook Portal: https://tidbits.com/
uploads/2021/09/Portal-demo.gif
Auto framing on the smart displays is inferior to Center Stage in another significant respect: all of them struggle when more than one person enters the frame. I
was hard-pressed to see any group-framing effect when my wife and I stood together in front of the Amazon Echo Show 8 and Facebook Portal. The former has
an on-screen button to switch between tracking a single person in a group or the
Facebook Portal
entire group, but it didn’t seem to make much difference. I did see multi-person
auto framing work on the Google Nest Hub Max, but it was less pronounced and effective than that of Center Stage.
The Amazon Echo Show 8 and Facebook Portal also have a bit of the iPad’s camera positioning problem. Their cameras are not centered above the
screen but in a corner (upper left with the Portal, upper right with the Echo Show). The result isn’t as bad as the iPad, with the camera centered on
the far left, but it’s still not ideal. The Google Nest Hub Max centers its camera above the display.
Facebook does have a good reason for its camera positioning; you can physically reorient the
Portal into portrait mode on a desk or table, which moves the camera to the upper right. Auto
framing works even worse in portrait orientation, though, with a lot of extra on-screen space
above the user’s head.
Other Smart Display Variables
When considering a smart display with video conferencing in mind, there are additional variables to consider. A major one is whether the device supports the video chat services you use. Or,
more to the point, does it support the video chat services your colleagues, friends, and family use?
Unsurprisingly, all these smart displays lack FaceTime support. That’s not necessarily a dealbreaker for Apple users, many of whom rely heavily on other services in their personal and work lives. (And let’s face it, FaceTime has been weak thus
far—we can hope the improvements in iOS 15, iPadOS 15, and macOS 12 Monterey bring it into full feature parity with services like Zoom.)
I depend on Google services on my Apple devices, largely because these are standard at my workplace, so the Nest Hub Max works well for my
Google Meet video meetings. One of my best friends is a fellow Google user, so Meet is our default online meeting place. Similarly, a Facebook Portal
is a good fit for me because I often use Facebook Messenger video calling, especially to chat with my sister in Paris, who also has a Portal on her end.
During the pandemic, Zoom emerged as a video chat favorite, and Google, Amazon, and Facebook all rushed to support the service on their
smart displays. So, if you are a Zoom user, you have your pick of the leading smart displays now on the market.
Other video chat services work on smart displays, in some cases. Here’s a full accounting of what the various smart displays support or will soon
support:
• Amazon Echo Show: Zoom and Skype, along with Amazon’s own Drop In
• Google Nest Hub Max: Zoom, along with Google’s own Duo and Meet
• Facebook Portal: Zoom, WebEx, BlueJeans, and GoToMeeting, along with Facebook’s own Messenger, WhatsApp, and Workplace. Microsoft Teams support is coming soon. So is Portal for Business, a new service for small- and medium-sized businesses that want to use the devices for worker communication.
• iPad with Center Stage: Zoom, WebEx, WeChat, Google Meet, Google Duo, Skype, Teams, WhatsApp, and Facebook Messenger, along with
Apple’s own FaceTime. In a sense, the iPad stands alone since it would be unusual to find a mainstream video-chat service not represented on the
tablet in app form, though it’s possible that not all support Center Stage yet.
What about privacy? It’s a thorny issue because Amazon, Facebook, and Google have not exactly inspired confidence in this regard over the years.
While editing this article, Adam Engst said, “I would never in a million years allow a Facebook device with a camera into my house.” Other tech
journalists guffaw at the mere suggestion of a Portal purchase. I’m a bit more bullish on the device, but during my testing, I powered it down whenever I wasn’t chatting with my sister in France, and I kept it in a little-trafficked part of my house alongside the other smart displays. Nevertheless, if
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you’re concerned about privacy, an iPad that’s active only when you’re using it—backed by Apple’s generally strong stance on user privacy—is likely a
safer bet.
The portability of the iPad raises another factor to consider when comparing a smart display to an iPad. Smart displays sit on a table, counter, or
desk and, well, display things. You might be able to have them display your own photos or pretty pictures from the Internet, but they always show
something (it may be possible to turn off the screen entirely, but it’s not the standard operating approach).
When Adam and Tonya Engst were testing a Google Nest Hub Max, they found it tremendously irritating to have its screen attract their attention
as soon as they walked into the room. If you, like them, find it impossible to ignore TV screens in bars and airports, having a smart display constantly
trying to get you to look at it may be stressful. An iPad you open up for video calls wouldn’t have that problem, and even if you were to install an iPad
in a fixed location, it defaults to turning its screen off automatically.
Smart Display or iPad?
In the absence of an Apple smart display—though Bloomberg News has reported on rumors that Apple is exploring new smart speakers with
displays and cameras—the entry-level iPad with Center Stage is a compelling option at a not-prohibitive extra cost compared to the Amazon, Facebook, and Google products.
If you can spend extra on the iPad mini, you’re sure to be happy because of its effortless portrait-mode videoconferencing that puts Center Stage in
the best light.
But if you are on a tight budget or already have an iPad you’re not ready to swap out for a new model, a smart display is a reasonable purchase—
assuming, of course, you’re OK with the privacy concerns and how it would impact the environment in your home or office.
The smaller Facebook Portal models cost less than an entry-level iPad yet support a bevy of video chat services. If you are heavily invested in the
Google or Amazon ecosystem, a Nest Hub Max or Echo Show 8 would make more sense, and those also are a bit more affordable than the entrylevel iPad.
Just don’t look for FaceTime support on any smart display; you need an Apple device for that. And you will have to put up with mediocre auto
framing—Center Stage on the iPad is, thus far, unmatched. With luck, Apple will bring it to future iPads and Macs.

Hot New Features in Safari in iOS 15 and iPadOS 15
by JOSH CENTERS
iOS 15 has brought some of the most significant revisions to Safari since the
iPhone’s introduction. The address bar is on the bottom! Where’s Private Browsing? What are Tab Groups? Why does the color of the top of the screen keep
changing?
Let’s walk through the major new changes, see if we can help you make sense of
them, and show how to turn some of them off. I cover these and many other new
iOS 15 and iPadOS 15 features in Take Control of iOS 15 and iPadOS 15.
Safari Upside Down
When iOS 15 came out, people were suddenly baffled by the fact that Safari
seemed to be upside down.
Earlier betas of iOS 15 boasted an even more radical design that concealed
many common functions. The first betas hid the refresh, share, and tab buttons
entirely. The screenshots below come from a later beta, where Apple was still trying to cram more controls into the tab itself. I shudder to think of the response if

Apple had shipped that design.

How Safari looked in one of the later iOS 15 betas

Thankfully, after a litany of complaints from beta testers, Apple
dialed things back to a more familiar interface. Just upside down.
Apple made this switch for good reasons. Prior to the iPhone 6,
iPhones were much shorter, and most people’s thumbs could
easily reach the top of the screen. During that time, Apple even
made this a selling point against then-enormous Android phones
with its “thumb” TV ad. (Ah, for the days when “common
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sense” suggested screens could match the size of most people’s hands.)
Over the years, iPhones have become ever taller. Even people with large hands have to really stretch to reach the top of the screen, where Safari’s
address bar was. To address that concern (Reachability doesn’t seem to be a huge hit), Apple converted it to a “tab bar” and moved it to the bottom
of the screen, where everyone can easily reach it. Tap it to enter a URL or search term, just as you would have in the old address bar.
The bottom-mounted tab bar features another nice touch: you can now swipe left or right to switch between tabs quickly. Along with tapping the
tab button in the lower-right corner, you can also swipe up on the tab bar to reveal all tabs, although that gesture is a little tricky on a Face ID-enabled
iPhone since you have to start just above where you’d normally swipe up to return to the Home
screen: https://tidbits.com/uploads/2021/09/iOS-15-tab-switch.gif
Although the new position makes sense and feels actively easier to use, it does require that you
rewire your muscle memory. If that proves too difficult or you prefer the old approach, you can
switch back. Go to Settings > Safari, scroll down to Tabs and select Single Tab.
However, I encourage you to try the new way for a few days, since it’s easier to use and less RSIprovoking once you get used to it.
Safari’s Rainbow
There’s another tab-related setting in Settings > Safari that you might want to disable to revert to
previous behavior. As you may have noticed in the screenshot at the top of this article, Safari on the
iPhone colorizes the status bar area at the top of the screen in an attempt to match the “color” of the
site. I quote “color” because it often picks up an accent or logo color—it doesn’t necessarily take its
cue from the main site background color.
As a result, loading the TidBITS site turns the status bar a deep purple and keeps it that way even
if you scroll down (below left). If you don’t like the effect, you can disable Allow Website Tinting
and return the status bar to a translucent overlay (below right).

(We’ve since changed our meta theme-color to
white to remove the purple bar in Safari when
viewing the TidBITS website.)
Safari in iPadOS 15 didn’t see as radical a redesign as Safari in iOS 15, but it doubles down
on this color change approach. Where Safari in
iOS changes just the relatively small status bar area, Safari in iPadOS turns its entire tab bar the dominant color of whatever website you visit. The
idea is to make it easier to figure out which site you’re viewing as you switch between ta
You may not find it helpful because there’s no predicting what color any given site will be. It can also be a rather glaring effect. Worse, it’s logically
confusing, since not all of the controls in the tab bar are associated with the current site, so it makes no sense to connect them by color: https://tidbits.com/uploads/2021/09/iPadOS-15-Safari-colors.gif
As with the iOS version of Safari, you can revert to a calm gray tab bar if you prefer. Go to Settings > Safari and turn off Show Color in Tab Bar.
Compact Tab Bar in iPadOS 15
If you want a look at Apple’s
original concept for Safari’s tab
bar in iPadOS 15, go to Settings
> Safari, and under Tabs, select
Compact Tab Bar.
It combines tabs with the address bar to save screen real estate.
I find it cluttered and bewildering, so I’m glad it’s not the default.
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You might wonder where the back and forward arrows have gone—they only appear when there’s a page to which you can tap them to navigate.
Even more confusingly, there’s no obvious way to view all open tabs. You have to open the sidebar and tap the tab icon to the right of the number of
tabs—tapping the text isn’t sufficient.

Voice Search
Apple has a mixed record with dictation and voice recognition, but Safari’s new voice search feature is incredible. Tap in the address bar, tap the
microphone icon, speak a search query, and Safari will search using your default search engine. There’s no need to tap Go or anything else—the
search activates as soon as you stop speaking.
In some but not all cases, a voice search may take you directly to a particular site. If that’s desirable, you can ensure that it navigates directly to a site
by saying its URL, as in “tidbits dot com” or even “talk dot tidbits dot com.” We anticipate using this feature heavily.

Safari 15 on the Mac doesn’t include the voice search button, which is a crying shame.
Tab Groups and Private Browsing
Another high-profile new feature in Safari is Tab Groups, which lets you create and switch among collections of tabs. The idea behind Tab Groups
is to help solve the problem so many of us have: having hundreds of unrelated tabs open at once.
You can make as many groups of tabs as you like. You could have one tab group for your work, another for an upcoming trip, and a third for research for something you’re looking to buy.
To work with tab groups, first open the tab switcher by tapping the tab icon or (if your tab bar is on the bottom) swiping up on the tab bar. Tap X
Tabs, where X is how many tabs you have open, to reveal the Tab Groups menu. Then:
• To create a new tab group, tap New Empty Tab Group, give it a name, and tap Save. You can also tap New Tab Group from X Tabs to create a tab
group from the tabs you currently have open.
• To switch to a different tab group, tap it in the Tab Groups menu.
• To delete a tab group, swipe left on it to reveal a delete icon.
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If you regularly use Private Browsing to prevent Safari from
remembering anything about your browsing session, note that
you now access it like any other tab group—it’s called Private in
the Tab Groups menu.
The Tag Group interface is similar on the iPad, though the tab
icon has changed to better represent the tab switcher interface
there. You can also access Tab Groups from the sidebar.
Personally, I find Tab Groups a bit confusing, at least on the
iPhone, since I often switch between projects and don’t remember
to switch to the appropriate tab group first. Then I lose track of
even more tabs than I used to because they’re tucked away in
some other tab group. Tab groups do sync among your Apple
devices, so it’s possible that they would work better for me if I
browsed with Safari on the Mac (see “Safari 15,” 21 September
2021), which adds Tab Groups to Safari in macOS 11 Big Sur
and 10.15 Catalina).
Tab Grid
Another nice new change in iOS 15 is that Safari now formats
its tab switcher as a grid instead of a card stack, just like on the
iPad. The grid makes it much easier to see which tabs are open,
plus you can press and hold a tab to move it around. You can
swipe tabs to the left to close them or tap the somewhat obscured
X button, which Apple oddly put in the upper-right corner like
Windows. It would have made more sense to mimic the offset

Left: Safari’s tab stack in iOS 14. Right: Safari’s tab grid in iOS 15.
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upper-left corner approach used when deleting apps in the App Library.
Want to close all open tabs so you can start fresh with Tab Groups? Press and hold the Done text label to reveal the secret option. Why Apple hid it
there is baffling, and there’s zero indication that “Done” would have any secondary function.
Shared with You
Have you ever dug through a Messages thread trying to find an article someone sent you? Shared with You, a new feature in some of Apple’s builtin apps, corrals these links so you can access them all in one place.
On both iOS 15 and iPadOS 15, you can get to
Shared with You from Safari’s start page, which you see
whenever you create a new tab or tap in the tab bar.
(You may have to scroll down to see it, under the Favorites and Frequently Visited collections.) Tap Show
All next to Shared with You to see all the links. On the
iPad, you can also find Shared with You in the sidebar.
(At least in theory—it doesn’t appear on Adam’s iPad
Pro running iPadOS 15, even after I explicitly sent him
a link that does appear in Shared with You on his
iPhone 11 Pro running iOS 15.)
Other Features
Those are the most significant new features, but Apple also added some smaller features that are less likely to impact your everyday usage:
• Customizable start page: I describe how to edit the start page in detail in Take Control of iOS 15 and iPadOS 15, but in short: create a new
tab, scroll down to the bottom of the start page, and tap the Edit button.
• Pull to refresh: Loren Brichter introduced the pull-to-refresh gesture in Tweetie over a decade ago, and it has become a standard iOS convention
since, used even in some Apple apps. Apple has finally integrated it into Safari. When you’re at the top of a Web page, pull down on the page to
reload it. This gesture is why Apple initially hid the refresh button in earlier betas.
• HTTPS upgrade: If you visit a website that supports encrypted HTTPS but is also loading insecure content over unencrypted HTTP, Safari will
now ensure that you connect to it over HTTPS so your entire connection is secure. This feature emulates the Electronic Frontier Foundation’s
HTTPS Everywhere browser extension and really should be the default for every Web browser, as it is for Brave and Firefox.
• Web extensions: Safari in iOS and iPadOS finally supports full Web extensions just like on the Mac. Extensions may or may not be a big deal for
you, but they add essential features for some people, so I’ll explore that topic in-depth in another article.
In the end, the new version of Safari in iOS 15 and iPadOS 15 offers numerous changes, many welcome, some less so. It’s clear that Apple wanted
to make even more sweeping interface adjustments but moved too far in the direction of condensing and hiding controls. Luckily, options let you
reverse most of the major interface changes if you don’t find them helpful.
What do you think? Which of these features and interface tweaks improve your Safari experience? What would you like to see Apple do in the
future to make it even better?
macOS 11.6 Big Sur, iOS 14.8, iPadOS 14.8, watchOS 7.6.2, and Security Update 2021-005 Catalina Fix Security Flaws
by JOSH CENTERS
On the eve of Apple’s next big product announcement,
the company has released macOS 11.6 Big Sur, iOS
14.8, iPadOS 14.8, watchOS 7.6.2, and Security Update 2021-005 Catalina to fix a PDF-related security
issue: “Processing a maliciously crafted PDF may lead to
arbitrary code execution. Apple is aware of a report that
this issue may have been actively exploited.”
iOS still has absurdly small text for update notes.
macOS 11.6, iOS 14.8, and iPadOS 14.8 also fix a Web
browsing vulnerability: “Processing maliciously crafted web
content may lead to arbitrary code execution. Apple is
aware of a report that this issue may have been actively
exploited.”
9to5Mac suggests that NSO Group exploited the PDF
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vulnerability in the Pegasus spyware used to target Bahraini activists; apparently, the vulnerability circumvents Apple’s BlastDoor protections (see
“BlastDoor Hardens iMessage Against Malware Assaults,” 4 February 2021). We recommend installing these updates right away.
Here’s how to update on each platform:
• macOS: You can install macOS 11.6 (2.64 GB on an Intel-based 27-inch iMac) or Security Update 2021-005 Catalina from System Preferences > Software Update.
• iOS and iPadOS: You can install iOS 14.8 (402.6 MB on an iPhone 11) or iPadOS 14.8 from Settings > General > Software Update.
• watchOS: You can install the watchOS 7.6.2 update (70.1 MB on an Apple Watch Series 4) in the Watch app on your iPhone under My
Watch > General > Software Update. Have your watch on its charger and charged to at least 50%.

iOS 15.0.1 and iPadOS 15.0.1 Fix Unlock with Apple Watch and “Storbyage Almost Full” Bugs
by JOSH CENTERS
Apple has released iOS 15.0.1 and iPadOS 15.0.1 to fix the following bugs:
• Problems with the Unlock with Apple Watch
feature (see “Unlock with Apple Watch Broken
for Some iPhone 13 Owners, Fix Coming
Soon,” 27 September 2021)
• Erroneous “Storage Almost Full” notifications
• Audio meditations unexpectedly starting Apple
Watch workouts for some Apple Fitness+ subscribers
We’ve confirmed that the Unlock with Apple
Watch feature works once again, but be aware that
you will probably need to enable it in Settings > Face
ID & Passbycode.
The updates have no published security fixes.
If you’re running iOS 15 or iPadOS 15 and have
experienced these bugs, you should update right
away, which you can do in Settings > General >
Software Update. The iOS 15.0.1 update is 510.9
MB on an iPhone 11 Pro and 445.7 MB on an
eighth-generation iPad.by
Turn on Zoom in Settings > Accessibility > Zoom
to read Apple’s microscopic release notes.

Computer Security
Remember, Communication Services Cannot Guarantee Privacy
by JOSH CENTERS
A couple of recent media reports involving the WhatsApp messaging service and the ProtonMail email service highlight the limits of communication services that claim to provide privacy.
ProPublica Reveals WhatsApp Message Monitoring
The non-profit investigative journalism site ProPublica published a lengthy report on WhatsApp privacy, or its supposed lack thereof. The
messaging app, which Facebook purchased in 2014, promises end-to-end encryption and total privacy. WhatsApp’s privacy page states:
Our mission is to connect the world privately by designing a product that’s simple and private. Whether you are sending a personal
message to your friends or family, or texting with a business, your communications are secure and you are in control.
ProPublica’s article implies that isn’t true and says that over 1000 contract workers monitor and police traffic on the service. But dig deep enough
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down into the article, and you reach this bit (emphasis ours):
Their jobs diﬀer in other ways. Because WhatsApp’s content is encrypted, artificial intelligence systems can’t automatically scan all chats,
images and videos, as they do on Facebook and Instagram. Instead, WhatsApp reviewers gain access to private content when users hit the
“report” button on the app, identifying a message as allegedly violating the platform’s terms of service. This forwards five messages — the
allegedly oﬀending one along with the four previous ones in the exchange, including any images or videos — to WhatsApp in unscrambled
form, according to former WhatsApp engineers and moderators. Automated systems then feed these tickets into “reactive” queues for contract workers to assess.
In other words, your WhatsApp messages are encrypted, and Facebook can’t see them unless a party in the conversation reports a message as violating WhatsApp’s terms of service. Facebook is in a tight spot here because if it didn’t have a reporting feature and human reviewers, it would be accused of enabling abusive behavior and criminal activities. If it does, it’s accused of violating your privacy. Damned if it does, damned if it doesn’t.
(It’s worth noting that Apple’s iMessage service is also end-to-end encrypted; there’s no way of reporting abusive behavior other than reporting junk
messages from people not in your contact list. It’s entirely unclear what Apple does with those reports, but it hasn’t taken significant flak for that design. However, if you have iCloud Backup enabled, your Messages conversations are encrypted within the backup using a key that Apple controls,
making it possible for law enforcement to subpoena the data from Apple. Until recently, WhatsApp had the same loophole but has announced that
it will start encrypting its backups.)
However, many WhatsApp users abuse the reporting system to harass others:
The system is also undercut by the human failings of the people who instigate reports. Complaints are frequently filed to punish, harass
or prank someone, according to moderators. In messages from Brazil and Mexico, one moderator explained, “we had a couple of months
where AI was banning groups left and right because people were messing with their friends by changing their group names” and then reporting them. “At the worst of it, we were probably getting tens of thousands of those. They figured out some words the algorithm did not
like.”
The broader lesson here is that your private messages are only as secure as the people you’re messaging keep them, which is true of all multi-party
communications.
However, there are also real concerns with WhatsApp and its collection of metadata to further Facebook’s business of gathering data to sell ads:
Four months later, however, WhatsApp disclosed it would begin sharing user data with Facebook — precisely what Zuckerberg had
said would not happen — a move that cleared the way for an array of future revenue-generating plans. The new WhatsApp terms of service said the app would share information such as users’ phone numbers, profile photos, status messages and IP addresses for the purposes of
ad targeting, fighting spam and abuse and gathering metrics. “By connecting your phone number with Facebook’s systems,” WhatsApp
explained, “Facebook can oﬀer better friend suggestions and show you more relevant ads if you have an account with them.”
Whatever metadata Facebook collects, it’s required to hand over to law enforcement, and Facebook sneakily turns on logging whenever it’s convenient:
WhatsApp has for years downplayed how much unencrypted information it shares with law enforcement, largely limiting mentions of
the practice to boilerplate language buried deep in its terms of service. It does not routinely keep permanent logs of who users are communicating with and how often, but company oﬃcials confirmed they do turn on such tracking at their own discretion — even for internal
Facebook leak investigations — or in response to law enforcement requests. The company declined to tell ProPublica how frequently it
does so.
The takeaway here is blatantly obvious: don’t trust Facebook, of all companies, with your privacy. But that said, WhatsApp is still a better option
for private communications than email or SMS, even if it’s not as good as iMessage. I prefer Signal (see “Signal Provides Secure Cross-Platform
Replacement for WhatsApp,” 18 January 2021), and although I don’t trust it entirely, the service has a good record on privacy so far. ProPublica says
of Signal:
Other encrypted platforms take a vastly diﬀerent approach to monitoring their users than WhatsApp. Signal employs no content moderators, collects far less user and group data, allows no cloud backups and generally rejects the notion that it should be policing user activities. It submits no child exploitation reports to NCMEC.
However, that could always change if Signal faced an existential threat of some kind: sufficient governmental pressure, for instance, or the need to
monetize user information to stave off bankruptcy.
ProtonMail Reveals Data to Comply with Swiss Legal Order
Email service ProtonMail claims to be the most secure email service, with end-to-end encryption and “Swiss privacy.” Switzerland, where ProtonMail is based, is known for its strong privacy laws (and its famously private bank accounts), but ProtonMail has come under fire after hitting the
limits on those laws.
While ProtonMail normally doesn’t collect IP addresses, it was ordered to by a Swiss judge, which led to the arrest of a French activist. In a public statement, the company said this was a single incident compelled by a court that ProtonMail couldn’t appeal. It also reiterated that Swiss law prevents ProtonMail from sharing data with foreign governments and that its encryption cannot be bypassed. ProtonMail recommends using its Tor
onion site to obfuscate your IP address when using ProtonMail.
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Many ProtonMail fans were upset with the company, but the lesson here is that businesses have to follow local laws. Even if Switzerland’s laws are
better than those of most countries, with appropriate pressure from foreign governments, they can still be used against people who might not obviously seem to have violated the law.
Key Privacy Takeaways
Here’s what we can learn from these reports:
1. It takes two to tango. Messages you believe to be private will remain so only as long as the people who receive them maintain that privacy, technically and socially.
2. Be aware that most online services collect metadata surrounding your communications, such as your IP address, name, phone number, etc. Regardless of the encryption status of the content of your communications, that metadata may reveal information about you, and it’s almost always
accessible to law enforcement with appropriate warrants.
3. Companies and organizations have to follow local laws and comply with legal orders that require them to turn over what data they do have.
4. A company’s policies or privacy stance could change at any time. Many people saw Apple’s recently bungled CSAM detection announcement as
an indication that the company was moving away from its “privacy is a human right” stance (see “Apple Delays CSAM Detection Launch,” 3
September 2021). In response to the French activist situation, ProtonMail has removed the section about not logging IP addresses from its privacy policy.
5. When a company’s business model is based on selling user information, as it is for Facebook, its privacy promises are inherently suspect.
Perhaps the best privacy advice of all came from Boston political boss Martin Lomasney: “Never write if you can speak; never speak if you can
nod; never nod if you can wink.” Or former New York governor Elliot Spitzer’s updated version: “Never talk when you can nod and never nod when
you can wink and never write an e-mail, because it’s death. You’re giving prosecutors all the evidence we need.” Unfortunately for Mr. Spitzer, he
didn’t follow his own advice.
For more realistic advice for those of us who aren’t worried about rival politicians or federal wiretaps, I’d share a recommendation I received in
journalism school, which was, “Never put in an email anything you wouldn’t want on the front page of the New York Times.” I’d merely update that
to change “in an email” to “on the Internet.”

ExtraBITS
Why Analysts “Believe” in Apple TV+ — Apple TV+ has a small library and relatively few paying subscribers compared to competing streaming
services, but thanks to a high-quality assortment of programs, analysts believe that Apple will be a major player in streaming.
Using Extensions in Safari in iOS 15 and iPadOS 15 — Safari in iOS 15 and iPadOS 15 now supports extensions like its big sibling on the Mac.
Here’s how to find and use them.
iPhone 13 Upgrade Advice Based on the Age of Your Current iPhone — If you own an older iPhone, is it worth upgrading to an iPhone 13 or
iPhone 13 Pro? Jason Snell outlines the improvements the new iPhones offer over older models back to the iPhone 7.
iPhone 13 Brings Evolutionary Improvements: A15 Bionic Chip, Improved Cameras, and Better Displays — There’s no question that Apple’s
new iPhone 13 models are the best iPhones the company has ever made, but their evolutionary changes may be compelling mostly to those with
older iPhones.
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Reviews

Exposure X7
by L. Davenport

Exposure X7 is a photo editor that was designed for hobbyist and pro photographers who want to create artistic images from their photos. Exposure isn’t a simplistic one-trick pony program. It is a full featured program that has many options and presets that you can use to adjust the look of
your photos. Exposure comes as a standalone program and as a Lightroom or Photoshop plug-in.

Figure 1. This is the Exposure X7 interface.
The interface
The Exposure window (Figure 1) is divided into several parts. The left side contains panels for the Navigator, Histogram, Folders, History, and
Presets (pre-made photo adjustments). At the center is the photo viewing area which can toggle between a single image or the Grid view (thumbnails
of all the photos in a folder or collection - Figure 4). Below that is the the Filmstrip (which lets you scroll through the photos in the current folder or
collection). To the right top are the Intensity, Opacity, Layer and crop tools. Below that are all of the Parameters that you can use to manually adjust
the look of your photo and the Metadata pane.
Presets
There are over 500 presets to choose from. The presets are grouped into different categories so you can easily find the right look. These presets are
film emulations that span the entire history of film photography, in addition to utility presets and modern looks. You’ll find color and black and white
films, focus effects, faded films, lo-fi looks, and more. Each preset can be fully customized using the parameter sliders in Exposure’s editing panels.
A few of the presets are: Vintage look, Black & White, Subtle modern portrait films, Saturation boost for landscapes, Faded looks for a hazy
dreamy effect, cross processing, daguerreotype, lo-fi, bokeh, B & W and colored infrared, autochrome, color fading, and hundreds more looks..
Once you have chosen a preset, you can make some refinements using the parameter sliders on the editing panels.
Previews
There are several ways that you can preview what your image would look like with a particular preset:
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Figure 2. You are given the option to enter the “Audition” mode which lets you see your photo with up
to six different Presets added to them. This way you can see at a glance which one you like best. BTW:
In this example, I wanted to show you some of the different presets. In reality you would probably use
it to see subtle differences like the thumbnail presets shown in Figure 4.
• Click on one of the presets to add it to your photo.
• When you select/open a photo, little thumbnail representations of your photo show up in the Presets list.
For example, I opened a photo of a lady standing in a field. Immediately thumbnails of her photo showed
up in the presets list with each preset applied to it (Figure 3). Thumbnails are small and it is hard to see the
full effect. So you can move your cursor over each small thumbnail and the large preview image (in the
center of the Exposure window) updates so you can see the effect at full size. This is a quick way to find
the preset that has the effect that you are looking for.
• Go into the Audition mode which lets you see your photo with up to six different Presets added to them.
This way you can see at a glance which one you like best (Figure 2). BTW: Any adjustments to the parameters will be applied to all of the Audition photos.
BTW: You can also use the (horizontal or vertical) Split screen option to compare the before and after
photo.
Figure 3 These are just a few of the
Organizing your photos
500 presets that you can apply to
• Bookmarks: Exposure has a Catalog free workflow. This means it works off of your Finder folders. Expo- your photos.
sure has a Bookmark feature that lets you add any folder to Exposure’s Folder panel. Example: Bring a
photo into Exposure and a Bookmark of the hard drive and folder(s) that it resides in, shows up in Exposure’s “Folders” section to the left of the
main window (upper left corner of Figures 1 & 4). Clicking on this “Bookmark” instantly shows you all of the photos that are contained in the
folder, hard drive, etc.
• Collections: Collections in Exposure are virtual folders that you can use to sort your photos according to any criteria that you set. You can add an
image to as many collections as you want since you aren’t duplicating photos. So you won’t be filling up your hard drive with multiple copies. The
result is a fast and flexible way of organizing your images for different purposes.
You can create as many collections as you want plus you can add sub-collections to a collection. For example: you can create a Travel collection
and then create sub-collections for each country or town that you traveled to, etc.
You can even create Smart Collections that will automatically sort your photos using keywords, ratings, and colors.
Once you have created your collections, you can use cloud storage to sync your collections across multiple computers or share them with others.
BTW: There is an option to migrate a Lightroom Library into Exposure. Exposure can retain your keywords, flags and color labels, copyright, caption and naming metadata along with some of your basic adjustments, like cropping and rotating. You can find more details about exactly which
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Figure 4. The Exposure view can be changed from single view to Grid view. This lets you scan through your folders to find your desired
image. You can also add stars, flags, and colored boxes to you photos to be used for sorting purposes. This sorting information is added to
the photo’s Metadata.
information is migrated on the Exposure website.
Nondestructive Editing
Exposure is a non-destructive editor so you don’t have to worry about ruining your original photo.
No saving needs to be done. All of the changes for a given photo is saved in a very small “Sidecar” document (which is saved in the same folder as
the original). This tripped me up at first when I wanted to move from one edited photo to another. I was looking for the save menu item, but it
wasn’t there. So I clicked on another photo and started working on it. I was curious, so I went back to the first photo and all of the changes were still
there. All of your changes become permanent only when you export a photo.
Tools
Exposure has a “Spot Heal” tool and a “Brush” tool. These can be used to quickly retouch your photos.
There are Transform tools that adjust the vertical and horizontal keystoning plus there are rotation, scale, aspect, and offset tools that you can use to correct a photo’s perspective. You can adjust shadows, highlights, and
contrast or watermark photos when exporting or printing. There is a wide variety of Overlays which lets you
add all sorts of light effects (Figure 5) and Textures to your photos.
There are too many tools for me to cover in this review. I suggests you go to Exposure’s “Features” web
page to see a more comprehensive list.
LUTs
FYI: A LUT is a file that changes the colors in your image to simulate different looks used in films, etc.
LUTs are freely available on the Internet and from other photo and video apps, making it easy to choose from
a variety of styles.
Exposure can read LUT files that use the .cube format. The free LUTs that are posted on the Internet often
use this format.
Figure 5. The Overlays panel lets
External Editors:
you add all sorts of light effects and
Exposure was designed to modify an existing photo. It was not designed as an art program where you can
Textures to your photos.
add lines, circles, make other changes. If you need this capability, you need to use another art program. That’s
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were Exposure’s External Editor option
comes in very handy. Without leaving
Exposure, you can send your photo to
another art program, do your modifying, etc. and send it right back. -- Sweet!
I tested this by first adding Photoshop,
Acorn, and Pixelmator to Exposure’s
External Editor list in the preferences).
Then I sent a photo to my Acorn program, drew a squiggly line, saved it and
quit Acorn. Sure enough, the squiggly
line showed up in the original photo
within Exposure. I repeated this step
with Photoshop and Pixelmator and had
the same results both times.
File Formats
• Import: Exposure supports a variety
Figure 6. Exposure X7’s new masking tool makes it easy to separate a subject from the backof file types such as: RAW, TIFF,
ground.
JPEG, DNG and PSD (though PSD
files must be saved in Photoshop with
the “Maximum PSD and PSB Compatibility” option turned on. BTW: PSD files come in as composites with no layers).
• Export: Your exported photos can be saved in the JPEG, TIFF, and PSD file formats.
Exposure X7’s New Features
• Exposure X7’s new masking tool makes it easy to separate a subject from the background (Figure 6). Photographers can draw a rough border in
just a few clicks to indicate the selected area and Exposure’s intelligent algorithm creates a precise mask. The selected area can be refined at any time
to adjust the mask.
• There are new workspaces for organizing the panels needed for a particular task. This enables users to more easily focus on a specific step in their
workflow. Included in Exposure are built-in layouts for culling, editing, and retouching, and photographers can easily create new workspaces customized for their needs. Additionally, Exposure adds quick navigation popovers to easily switch between workspaces or jump to other panels in this
workspace.
• The crop and transform functions are unified into a single easy-to-use panel. This streamlined interface enables easier modifications for simple
crops as well as detailed transform adjustments. Additionally, new composition guides have been added - golden ratio, golden spiral, golden triangle, and diagonal.
• Defective pixel removal is now available for raw photos, to automatically detect and remove single-pixel artifacts caused by defects in a camera sensor. Photographers can adjust the removal strength to achieve the best results.
• More faithful color reproduction when using custom DCP color profiles
• Improved color fidelity with DNG files
• Fine texture noise can be added to recover detail with aggressive noise reduction.

The Skinny
Evaluation: At first look Exposure may seem overwhelming - so many options and presets. But once you work your way through the Exposure
video tutorials, Exposure seemed less intimidating. I am quite impressed with all of the adjustments that you can make to your photos. Exposure’s
Performance seem good - I didn’t notice any lagging. I also like the ability to send my photos to external editors for adjustments that aren’t available
from within Exposure.
Requires: Exposure program: OS 10.13 or higher; An Intel Core 2 processor, 8GB RAM minimum, 16GB recommended, For GPU support,
a recent (2015 or later) OpenCL compatible GPU with 2GB RAM is recommended
Exposure plug-in: Adobe Photoshop CS6, Adobe Photoshop CC 2015 or newer - Adobe Lightroom 6 or Adobe Lightroom Classic CC
Company: Exposure Software
Price: $129
Available Trial Copy
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About Us
The Silicon Mountain Macintosh User Group, Inc. (a nonprofit educational corporation) was formed in Colorado Springs, Colorado in 1985, and is one of the oldest Macintosh User Groups in the United States. SMMUG, Inc. is dedicated to helping
members enjoy and learn about their Macintosh computer, iPhone and iPad devices.
Club membership is open to everyone and you are cordially invited to visit our free monthly General Meeting on the second
Monday of each month, at 7:00 PM. For those new to the Macintosh, we have a Question & Answer session at 6:00 PM, where
our collective expertise can help answer your questions.
All members receive a monthly newsletter, published on our web site, see great reviews of software and hardware, or can participate in the monthly door prize drawing. Each member gets one vote during annual Oﬃcer Elections. No corporate memberships
are granted.
Our oﬃcers are volunteers and receive no pay. All funds raised are used for the cost of operating the club and its meetings.

Membership Application Form
Membership entitles you to access to our online forums, participation in prize drawings, and access to the bargains in the members area of the SMMUG website at www. smmug.org. SMMUG renewal membership dues
($30) apply to the calendar year and are paid each December for the following year. Use the following table for
NEW MEMBERSHIP ONLY:

JAN 1 to MAR 31 - $30.00
JUL 1 to SEPT 30 - $15.00
Please Print Clearly!
Name
Street Address
City/State/ZIP
Home Telephone
E-mail Address
Have you previously been a member of SMMUG?
How did you learn about SMMUG?

APR 1 to JUN 30 - $20.00
OCT 1 to DEC 31 - $10.00
Today’s Date

Business Telephone

Make your check payable to: SMMUG
Then mail or give this form and your check to:
SMMUG, Inc.
2100 Wood Avenue
Colorado Springs, CO 80907-6718

Please make an online account for me.
User Name _______________
Don’t make an online account for me. I
do not want one or I already have one.

